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Abstract. Increasing list of records is with blockchain where each record is linked with the help of
cryptography. Every block in the chain contains timestamp, transaction details and hash of a
previous block, hash is cryptographic hash. This is a secured system, which we plan to replace the
current online payment system. A current online payment gateway is prone to hackers where the
attacker can tamper into the network, thus creating money loss. And not only this but also the
transaction has to go through multiple payment systems which consumes time, also creating a risk
of transaction getting failed. So, our system would be using blockchain that allows online
transactions which would allow online payments to be sent directly from one party to another
without going through a financial institution and in a secured way. This system allows online
transactions between two parties based on cryptographic proof without relying and trusting for a
third party. To record transactions, we use proof of work algorithm which makes computationally
impractical for an attacker to change. Digital signatures provide part of the solution for ensuring the
security and integrity of the data that is recorded onto a blockchain.

I. INTRODUCTION
A blockchain is a public ledger of information collected
through a network that sits on top of the internet. It is how this
information is recorded that gives blockchain its
groundbreaking potential.
Blockchain [1], as its name suggests, consists of multiple
blocks strung together. The words “block” (digital pieces of
information) and “chain” (stored in a public database). Each
block in the network containing the data is secured and
connected to each other with the help of cryptography
principles Data cannot be changed or altered once recorded in
a block, making it impossible to do so without it being seen by
the other participants on the network
A node can be any electronic device, including a computer,
phone, a printer or even a fridge, as long as it is connected to
the internet. All nodes are equal in importance on a blockchain,
but a node can have different roles in making a blockchain
work. In comparison to the normal network, the blockchain
network is completely different having no central point that
stores and controls information. Instead, the responsibility to
look after the network and store information is shared by
different devices, known as peers, on that network. This is why
a blockchain network is known as a peer-to-peer network.
Instead, information is being constantly recorded and
interchanged between all of the participants on the network.
Cryptography is used in blockchain as a means of ensuring
transactions are done safely, while securing all information
and storages of value. Therefore, anyone using blockchain can
have complete confidence that once something is recorded on
a blockchain, it is done so legitimately and in a manner that

preserves security. Integrity of the data is ensured using digital
signature, which is the main aspect of data recorded in
blockchain Genesis block is the first block of blockchain,
contains its transactions that, when combined and validated,
produce a unique hash. This hash and all the new transactions
that are being processed are then used as input to create a
unique hash that is used in the next block in the chain. This
ensures that each block links to its previous block through its
hash, forming a chain back to the genesis block, so the name
blockchain.
Online transaction has gained a huge market for payment and
hence becomes important to look into its cons as well as flaws.
The current payment gateway systems include various third
party system, which is time consuming because it happens that
the transaction has to go through multiple third parties which
also creates the risk of transaction getting failed. The very next
important factor is security, where the current system is not
fulfilling the expectations of the customer. This is because
there are various cases breaking the security of the transaction
where the attacker tampers into the network and leading to
money loss and also the faith of the customers is lost. Then
there comes additional transactional charges which is point to
be looked upon from the customer’s point of view which can
be reduced using blockchain. Again, improving financial
management is a need which can be accomplished using
blockchain where we look upon to create a decentralized
application. Blockchain makes it easy to maintain the
transactions on a whole, and also fastens the transactions
where the current system fails i.e. it is much slower compared
to blockchain.
So we plan at introducing blockchain for online payment. Each
node i.e. customer side transaction would be recorded in the
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blockchain. The current public blockchains available are
Ethereum, Bitcoin etc. Though Ethereum provides a platform
to create our own smart contracts, but since it is a public
network the transaction details get visible to all rather than just
showing it to a sub-network where only respective people get
to view their transactions.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN
Fig 1. explains the workflow of usage of Blockchain in Online
payment system. When the user initializes a transaction, a
block is been created which is sent for the confirmation or
verified using the consensus algorithm. After the successful
verification the block gets added in the chain and transaction
is done.

We aim at creating our own public network where MongoDB
acts as the blockchain database. All the transactions would be
first validated through miners and then stored as a chain in
MongoDB. Every time a user tries to have a transaction first
its been shared with the miners. There would be specific
number of miners who would be using of proof of work for
validation and then their results will be shared with each other
to finally validate the transaction and then added to the chain
in the MongoDB.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Nakamoto, Satoshi [2]. In this paper, the complete mechanism
of blockchain technology for a electronic cash system that
basically allows online payments to be sent directly from one
party to another without going through a financial institution
is presented. It explains a network system which is distributed
i.e. peer to peer network which resulted to be a solution for
double spending and the Proof of Work algorithm for carrying
out safe and secure transactions.

Fig 1. System Design
A. METHODOLOGY
Every time a new user starts with our application, he/she has
to register in the application with the account details. As soon
as the user registers himself/herself a private key is generated
for account recovery. This private key is generated using
random-words npm package which generates a 12-words
private key. And the input to this random-words package is the
account details added by the user. This private key has to be
privately stored by the user for account recovery in the future,
and also this secures the user account from being
compromised.

Judmayer, Aljosha et.al [3] presented an overview of
blockchain technology in technical point of view also
introduced the concepts of cryptographic currencies and the
consensus ledgers. This paper mainly focused on the Bitcoin
cryptographic currencies saying that the current scientific
community is relatively slowly to this emerging and fastmoving field of blockchain technology reason as not sufficient
resources available other than bitcoin. It explained deeply
about bitcoin and why it has gained a huge market and interest
in today’s technology and also highlights the challenges in the
area of digital assets management and presents a discussion of
Bitcoin usability, privacy, and security challenges from the
user’s perspective, the concept, characteristics, need of
Blockchain and how Bitcoin works. It attempts to highlights
role of Blockchain in shaping the future of banking, financial
institutions.

After successful registration, the user can login into the
application using the username and password, where each user
is uniquely identified by his/her username. Post successful
login the user can initiate the transaction, where he/she can
send the money to the other users with in the application. Once
user initiates the transaction, it is been shared with all the
miners. Initially, a hash value is generated for the transaction
using the sender’s username, receiver’s username, the amount
and timestamp. Timestamp parameter makes sure that each
block is unique which in turn generates a unique hash value.

Zibin Zheng et al. [4] provided an overview of blockchain
architecture firstly and compared some typical consensus
algorithms used in different blockchains. Also discussed
various blockchain based applications that are covering
numerous fields like financial services, reputation system, IOT
so on. Furthermore, technical challenges of blockchain
technology such as scalability of security problems waiting to
be overcome and recent advances are briefly listed and
possible future trends for blockchain.

Now in the MongoDB we have 3 collections. One is the user
collection having all the user account details. Then we have
transaction collection which contains the validated
transactions. Here, the UserID is considered as the key, and the
value is transaction ID and its relevant details. And the third
table is the validation table, where after a transaction is
initiated it is been added to the table. UserID again remains
key and value for this key is again the transaction ID and the
hash value generated after transaction initialization.
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As soon as transaction is initiated, the transaction details are
updated in a real time database which then triggers the miner’s
application. Now we have 5 predetermined miners, where we
have a NodeJS application running in the system. The
application here uses proof of work as the consensus algorithm
to validate the transaction.

the particular UserID as the key who initiated the transaction.
And these transactions are fetched and viewed in the
application. Else the transaction is failed. This way we can also
tackle the 51% attack.

User chain is the complete transaction details which is been
encrypted using user’s private key and distributed among all
the miners. Once the transaction is initiated by the user, his/her
user chain is validated. Here validation is done by first
checking the encrypted chain stored at the miner side with the
user’s current chain in the blockchain. If yes, then transactions
proceeds for further validation using proof of work algorithm.
If the user chain with in the miner is not same then it may be a
case of some attack or malicious activity and the transaction is
failed. Our system has 5 miners, so if suppose there are 2
miners who have a different user chain, then we take those
encrypted user chain, and try decrypting it using user’s private
key. If its getting decrypted than that user chain is correct and
others are being the wrong ones, so accordingly we update the
correct user chain among the miners and roll back the
transaction. After the chain validation, we go with proof of
work.
Going deeper, proof of work is a requirement to define an
expensive computer calculation, also called mining, that needs
to be performed in order to create a new group of trustless
transactions (the so-called block) on a distributed ledger called
blockchain.
Mining serves as two purposes:
1. To verify the legitimacy of a transaction, or avoiding
the so-called double-spending;
2. To create new digital currencies by rewarding miners
for performing the previous task.
So in our application the difficulty level is set to 4. So the hash
value must have four zeros in the start and then the algorithm
tries to find the nonce value. For example if this is our hash is
4dd3426129639082239efd583b5273b1bd75e8d78ff2e8d then
the miner tries to find the nonce value where after appending
random value if the resultant hash has four zeros in the start
then that value is considered as the nonce value. Once nonce
value is determined, the value is shared between the miners.
We again have a database, where for each transaction we have
the miner and their nonce value. If the maximum number of
miners have the same nonce value then the transaction is
validated or it is rejected. The difficulty level is set to 4
precisely because if it is kept more than 4, the time
consumption would be more and if set less than 4 probability
of finding the nonce value becomes easy.

Fig 2. Workflow

B .RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Now, the hash sent by the user is encrypted using the generated
nonce value. Then at the server side, we try to decrypt the hash
value using the nonce value sent by the miners. This is just to
confirm that, no attack is been performed or data is been
manipulated while sharing it between the users and miners. So
if we are able to decrypt the hash value using the nonce value
the transaction is added to the transaction table with respect to

Fig 3. Registration Page
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As shown in Fig 3. The user registers himself/herself first
where the following details are mandatory and then the private
key is generated. Here the username has to be unique, as the
user is identified by the username.

Fig 7.1. Bank Details

Fig 4. Private Key
In Fig 4. The Private key has to be stored separately by the
user, as this private key is used for account recovery.

Fig 7.2. Bank Details Form

Fig 5. User Objects
The user details are added into collections shown in Fig 5.

Fig 7.3. Bank Details
The above Fig 7.1,2,3 shows how the user can link to the
virtual bank account which can be considered as wallet
through which money would be detected or added.
Fig 6. Home Page
Once the user is logged in successfully he/she is redirected to
the homepage as shown in Fig 6. Here the user can link the
virtual bank account or perform the transactions.
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Fig 8.1. Transaction Page

Fig 10. Mining Consensus

Here the valid transactions from the Transaction chain is fetch
according to respective UserID and displayed in this page in
Fig 8.1.

Fig 9&10. Explains the proof of work algorithm used by the
miners to validate the transactions. Every time it generates the
nonce value based on the difficulty value set. The nonce value
from the different miners are checked and if the maximum
number of nonce value is same, then the transaction is
validated.

Fig 8.2. Transactions Form
In Fig 8.2. The user may mention the beneficiary’s username
and amount to be added and then the transaction would be
initiated. Post this the user transaction chain at each miner is
validated.

Fig 11. Transactions Object
In Fig 11. The validated transactions are added into the chain
and then fetched and displayed to the user .

Fig 9. Encrypted chain saved on miner’s side

Fig 12. Transactions Page
Fig 12. shows that after successful validation and mining the
transaction is successfully added to the user’s transaction
chain.
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Also post transaction initialization when the attack is
performed the transaction completely fails and it is not been
added to the user’s transaction chain.

IV. CONCLUSION
Thus, we have successfully implemented the online payment
transactions using blockchain, which aims at securing the
complete process. The use of one-way hashing algorithm helps
in securely sending the data to the miners and further the
miners use the proof of work algorithm to validate the
transactions using the hash value sent. The validated
transactions are then stored into the blockchain and once
stored the transactions in the chain cannot be tampered. Thus,
the application aims at giving a secure process for online
transactions by overcoming the attacks such as man-in-themiddle attack and also eliminates third-party gateways which
makes the entire process of online money transfer faster.

Fig 13.1 Data uploaded by server and updated by
miners
After validation and performing consensus algorithm. Miners
update the nonce values and encrypted hash values into the
server as in Fig 13.2.
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